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Abstract

Neural text summarization has shown great po-001
tential in recent years. However, current state-002
of-the-art summarization models are limited003
by their maximum input length, posing a chal-004
lenge to summarize longer texts comprehen-005
sively. As part of a layered summarization006
architecture, we introduce PURETEXT, a sim-007
ple yet effective precision-driven sentence fil-008
tering layer that learns to remove low-quality009
sentences in texts to improve existing summa-010
rization models. When evaluated on popular011
datasets like WikiHow and Reddit TIFU, we012
show up to 3 and 8 point ROUGE-1 absolute013
improvement on the full test set and the long014
article subset, respectively, for state-of-the-art015
summarization models such as BERTSUM and016
BART. Our approach provides downstream017
models with higher-quality sentences for sum-018
marization, improving overall model perfor-019
mance, especially on long text articles.020

1 Introduction021

Neural summarization models have evolved022

quickly over time, proving successful in tackling023

increasingly complex problems relating to natural024

language (Zhong et al., 2020; Zhou et al., 2018;025

Zhang et al., 2019; Xu et al., 2020). One key prob-026

lem that has plagued state-of-the-art summarization027

models is their maximum input length (Liu, 2019;028

Lewis et al., 2020). Although recent work has029

made progress towards addressing this issue for030

Transformer-based models (Beltagy et al., 2020;031

Zhou et al., 2021; Choromanski et al., 2021), not as032

much attention has been paid specifically towards033

long text summarization.034

Summarization models such as BERTSUM (Liu,035

2019) and BART (Lewis et al., 2020) either truncate036

or cannot handle articles longer than the maximum037

input length. Truncation may leave out critical parts038

of the text, leading to an incomplete summary.039

For datasets where LEAD-3 forms a decent base-040

line (Nallapati et al., 2016; Narayan et al., 2018),041

Figure 1: A WikiHow instructional article on “How to
Lose Weight Without Exercising.” Rather than feed-
ing the article directly to a model for summarization,
we first filter high-quality sentences using a weakly-
supervised layer that we call PURETEXT.

truncating an article’s ending may not greatly affect 042

summarization. While this may be true for news 043

summarization datasets in which story highlights 044

tend to appear at the start (Hermann et al., 2015; 045

Nallapati et al., 2016; Narayan et al., 2018), other 046

datasets such as WikiHow (Koupaee and Wang, 047

2018) and Reddit TIFU (Kim et al., 2019) typically 048

do not follow the same journalistic structure. 049

WikiHow instructional texts contain key steps 050

evenly dispersed throughout the article, and Reddit 051

stories tend to follow a narrative arc where the 052

climax is toward the end of the passage. 053

One simple solution to truncation is to omit the 054

middle section of an article instead (Sun et al., 055

2019). However, this method, along with simi- 056

lar approaches, is a heuristic that can potentially be 057

improved upon with a more versatile model. 058

While existing work shows promising results for 059

long text summarization (Beltagy et al., 2020; Xu 060

et al., 2018), they require extensive computational 061

resources to run. Instead, we propose a lightweight 062
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weakly-supervised layer to prepend to state-of-the-063

art summarization models to improve their perfor-064

mance on long text summarization. Our process is065

a two-step summarization scheme in which we first066

apply a filtering layer which serves as a screen for067

high quality sentences, and then summarize using a068

state-of-the-art summarization model that produces069

the final refined summary. Although other multi-070

step long text summarization processes have been071

attempted in the past, they often have specific ap-072

plications like in low resource settings (Bajaj et al.,073

2021) or documents with an identifiable discourse074

structure (Gidiotis and Tsoumakas, 2020). Other075

methods are non-generalizable to already existing076

summarization systems (Wang et al., 2017). Our077

layered summarization architecture allows for ver-078

satility, as the filtering layer can be used to augment079

many existing downstream summarization models.080

Our filtering layer takes inspiration from dense081

sentence retrieval, (Zhong et al., 2020; Zhang et al.,082

2019) prioritizing important sentences for summa-083

rization. Critically, we take a weakly-supervised084

learning approach in which we train a BERT-based085

model to rank the importance of sentences based086

on their individual ROUGE scores when compared087

with the gold summary. We then filter up to 80% of088

an article’s sentences before feeding it to a down-089

stream summarization model. Figure 1 provides an090

example of our full pipeline on a single article.091

We experiment on the WikiHow and Reddit092

TIFU datasets and observe that our model removes093

sentences irrelevant for summarization, improving094

on previous state-of-the-art results.095

To summarize our contributions:096

• We propose a model-agnostic weakly super-097

vised learning objective using text similarity.098

• We explore a layered-architecture approach in099

text summarization and introduce a versatile,100

lightweight filtering layer that we name PURE-101

TEXT for filtering out low-quality sentences.102

• We test our approach on BERTSUM and BART103

and find up to 3 point ROUGE-1 improvement104

on the WikiHow and Reddit datasets.105

2 Methodology106

We fine-tune a BERT-based model 1 to classify sen-107

tences as either “important” or “unimportant” using108

1We use the BERT Sequence Classification model from
Hugging Face for 5 epochs using early stopping, learning rate
= 1 ∗ 10−6, weight decay = 0.005, warmup steps = 0, and

a sentence’s ROUGE-1 F1 score to generate its la- 109

bel. We choose to classify at the sentence level 110

because sentences are a natural subunit of an arti- 111

cle with self-containing grammar. We assume that 112

a sentence’s ROUGE-1 F1 score is strongly corre- 113

lated with its degree of importance for summariza- 114

tion since ROUGE-1 F1 is the final metric used for 115

evaluation. Subsequently, we select the best subset 116

of sentences that do not exceed the downstream 117

model token limit and then feed the filtered article 118

to a downstream model for summarization. We fur- 119

ther experiment to see whether additional filtration 120

beyond the downstream model input limit helps 121

further improve summary quality. 122

3 Classification 123

To supervise the training of the classifier, we cre- 124

ate silver labels consisting of either “important” or 125

“unimportant” for each sentence. To determine the 126

importance of each sentence in the article, we uti- 127

lize ROUGE due to its lightweight text similarity 128

measure. Specifically, for a given sentence, we 129

first calculate its ROUGE-1 F1 similarity score to 130

the ground-truth summary. We then label a per- 131

centage of the sentences with the highest score as 132

“important” and the rest as “unimportant”. After 133

varying the ratio of “important” to “unimportant” 134

sentences in increments of 10%, we find that label- 135

ing sentences with a score above the median 2 as 136

“important” and sentences with a score below the 137

median as “unimportant” works best. 138

We tested ROUGE-1 precision and recall as al- 139

ternative labelling metrics to F1, but found that 140

ROUGE-1 F1 produced the best scoring summaries. 141

Since extractive models can maximize recall by 142

using the entire article as a summary, F1 provides 143

a balance by taking the harmonic mean of recall 144

and precision. Thus, we take a precision-driven ap- 145

proach to maximize the final ROUGE-1 F1 scores. 146

Once we generate the labels for each of the sen- 147

tences in our training set, we train our BERT-based 148

classifier and then use it to predict the importance 149

of sentences in our test set. 150

batch size = 32. Checkpoints are saved every 250 steps and we
choose the model checkpoint with the lowest validation loss.
For all other hyperparameters, we use the default provided by
Hugging Face Trainer. The model is trained on 3 NVIDIA
Titan X Pascal + 1 GeForce GTX Titan X GPUs for 10,000
steps each, elapsing 10 hours on average.

2We calculate the median score for each article to assign
labels for each sentence within it. This way, we ensure that
each article consists of an equal number of “important” and
“unimportant” sentences.
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R1/R2/RL WikiHowfull Reddit TIFUfull

Method BERTSUM BART BERTSUM BART

BASELINE 30.70/8.77/28.54 23.30/5.74/15.14 20.88/5.14/17.18 13.10/2.30/9.17
RANDOM50 28.95/7.64/26.86 24.43/5.81/15.39 19.35/4.10/15.86 14.78/2.59/10.11
PURETEXTdefault 31.53/9.10/29.30 23.47/5.81/15.22 20.98/5.25/17.30 13.18/2.33/9.21
PURETEXT20 31.53/9.07/29.27 23.63/5.86/15.24 21.03/5.32/17.33 13.26/2.36/9.26
PURETEXT80 29.52/7.82/27.19 27.14/7.05/16.62 19.32/4.42/15.60 15.85/3.17/10.77

Table 1: ROUGE F1 scores produced by downstream summarization models on the full test sets when we apply
our sentence filtering approach, labeling 50% of sentences as “important”. We apply additional filtration, denoted
by PURETEXTdefault (filtering to the maximum input limit) or PURETEXTx (filtering to x% below the maximum
input limit, e.g. PURETEXT20 would mean filtering to 410 tokens rather than 512 for BERTSUM). We compare
to baselines without filtering as well as a 50% random filtering. The results we present are statistically significant
with ρ < 0.05.

R1/R2/RL WikiHowsubset Reddit TIFUsubset

Method BERTSUM BART BERTSUM BART

BASELINE 30.12/8.07/28.23 22.46/4.35/14.62 20.52/3.91/16.52 11.26/1.13/8.27
RANDOM50 30.25/8.01/28.26 23.44/4.73/14.70 20.26/3.68/16.43 13.06/1.52/9.12
PURETEXTdefault 32.33/8.95/30.25 23.55/4.85/15.21 20.98/5.25/17.30 12.64/1.59/8.95
PURETEXT20 32.40/8.85/30.25 24.39/5.10/15.23 21.20/4.65/17.23 14.12/1.99/9.70
PURETEXT80 30.00/7.36/27.78 31.03/7.11/17.24 19.90/3.83/15.82 17.39/2.96/11.36

Table 2: ROUGE F1 scores produced by downstream summarization models on the subset of long articles from the
test sets. Other variables are consistent with those in Table 1.

3.1 Sentence Selection151

After the classifier predicts each sentence as either152

“important” or “unimportant,” the sentences of each153

article are ranked by their respective probabilities154

of being “important.” Since the training objective155

of the model is to maximize the ROUGE-1 F1 score,156

we define the reward Ri of a given sentence based157

on its probability of falling into the “important”158

class as assigned by the model.159

Next, we frame the problem of finding the set160

of sentences that produce the highest cumulative161

reward,
∑
Ri, without exceeding the given token162

limit L 3 of a downstream model in the context163

of the 0-1 Knapsack algorithm. Each sentence is164

weighted according to its number of tokens. Finally,165

we feed the best set of sentences, which we call166

the “trimmed article,” to a downstream model for167

summarization.168

3.2 Sentence Filtration169

The 0-1 Knapsack algorithm finds the most impor-170

tant sentences up to the token limit. At the same171

time, we hypothesize that filtering additional low-172

quality sentences can benefit the downstream sum-173

3L is 512 for BERTSUM and 1024 for BART.

marization model by providing a better signal. We 174

grid-search from 0 to 80% additional filtering be- 175

low the maximum input token limit L to determine 176

the best percentage. 177

4 Resources 178

We choose to test our method on the WikiHow and 179

Reddit TIFU datasets due to their non-journalistic 180

structure. We also examine the results on the sub- 181

set of long text articles within these datasets since 182

that is where we aim to see the most improvement. 183

Additionally, we select downstream models with 184

the ability to analyze texts at a finer granularity 185

than the sentence level so that the final outputted 186

summary can be further refined beyond our best- 187

selected sentences. 188

WikiHow (Koupaee and Wang, 2018) is an instruc- 189

tional text dataset. It contains 180K step-by-step 190

tutorials with a summarizing sentence and a de- 191

tailed paragraph elaboration for each instruction. 192

Reddit TIFU (Kim et al., 2019) is a summarization 193

dataset. We use only the TIFU-long subset, which 194

contains 40K posts from the TIFU subreddit. Each 195

post contains a “TL;DR” as the summary. 196
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Figure 2: An example of a summary generated with
and without PURETEXT as compared with the Ground
Truth Summary, using the same article from Figure 1.
The summary produced without PURETEXT includes
an irrelevant sentence, while the output summary with
PURETEXT includes a relevant sentence that would
have otherwise been truncated.

BERTSUM (Liu, 2019) is a fine-tuned BERT model197

for extractive summarization with the ability to198

perform trigram blocking.199

BART (Lewis et al., 2020) is an autoencoder for200

pretraining sequence-to-sequence models using201

bidirectional and auto-regressive transformers. We202

use the standard, non-fine-tuned, version of BART203

to show that our sentence filtering approach does204

not require downstream models to be fine-tuned.205

5 Results206

We evaluate PURETEXT’s performance on Wiki-207

How and Reddit using BERTSUM and BART. No-208

tably, we see strong relative improvements in down-209

stream summary quality for BERTSUM and BART210

with PURETEXT. These results are compared with211

two baselines: summarization without PURETEXT212

(i.e. article is fed directly to the downstream sum-213

marization model) and summarization with random214

dropping. For the random baseline, each sentence215

has a 50% chance of being removed.216

5.1 Full Dataset217

We present the results from evaluating PURETEXT218

with multiple levels of additional filtration on the219

full WikiHow and Reddit datasets in Table 1. Note220

that we also experimented with the CNNDM and221

XSum news datasets and found statistically in-222

significant results. We find that BERTSUM and223

BART improve up to 0.83 and 3.84 points in abso-224

lute ROUGE-1 F1, respectively, when compared to225

the baseline summaries.226

Since out-of-the-box BART is not fine-tuned for 227

a specific dataset, we must provide additional sup- 228

port to guide the model. To provide better sig- 229

nal, we apply additional filtering to further remove 230

lower quality sentences. For fine-tuned BERTSUM, 231

however, it learns to utilize context from lower 232

quality sentences to improve the overall summary 233

quality with less filtration. 234

5.2 Long Article Subset 235

Since PURETEXT aims to improve summarization 236

on longer articles, we manually construct a subset 237

of each dataset containing only articles that exceed 238

the downstream model input limit. To explore these 239

results, we consider both a qualitative and quanti- 240

tative evaluation. Figure 2 shows qualitatively that 241

PURETEXT enables downstream models to summa- 242

rize with better context, as opposed to the default 243

arbitrary truncation. Table 2 shows PURETEXT 244

improves on the long article subset by a factor of 245

3 greater than the full dataset, with up to a 2.28 246

and 8.57 point improvement on BERTSUM and 247

BART respectively. These improvements provide 248

statistically significant evidence that PURETEXT 249

improves long text summarization. 250

6 Conclusion 251

We introduce a novel, precision-driven sentence fil- 252

tering layer called PURETEXT. We utilize a BERT- 253

based model trained with weakly-supervised learn- 254

ing to distinguish high-quality sentences, which 255

are then passed to a state-of-the-art downstream 256

summarization model. Our results show that PURE- 257

TEXT can greatly improve upon downstream model 258

baselines for multiple datasets and models. It ex- 259

cels at improving summarization for long articles. 260

We hypothesize that PURETEXT is particularly ef- 261

fective on long articles because truncation of these 262

articles often results in removing important sen- 263

tences. This suggests that it is most applicable to 264

datasets similar to WikiHow and Reddit, where 265

key sentences are evenly distributed throughout 266

each article. Conversely, journalistic articles tend 267

to have important sentences concentrated towards 268

the beginning of the article, making it less effec- 269

tive. We encourage future work to expand on the 270

comprehensiveness of our study and to continue 271

exploring the dataset- and model-agnostic nature 272

of such a sentence filtering layer for downstream 273

summarization. 274
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